JOINT CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
What are we doing NOW? • What are we going to do NEXT? • What should we do NEW?
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WELCOME TO

Des Moines!
On behalf of the ACP and
MFCP Boards of Directors and
staffs, it is my privilege to invite you
to the 2021 Joint Conference and
Trade Show in Des Moines, Iowa.
This annual event brings together
the best and the brightest in the
free publication industry and has
the potential to be one of the most
valuable and rewarding benefits of your ACP membership.
ACP is celebrating the merger of the two national associations
and we are excited to hold our first event as a joint organization. Our
success is only possible with the success of our members. Whether
you come home with one new revenue-generating idea that puts
more money in the bank, or a best-practices idea that saves the
ultimate currency of time, the end result is the same: coming to
conference is worth it.
This year we are trimming everything down to two days,
wrapping it up on Saturday evening. This enables us to focus on the
elements that make this event the best in our industry. This only
takes out half of a day from our typical schedule (the final morning
that many people skip), and it will allow you to shorten your time
out of the oﬃce.
For a conference, the Des Moines Marriott Downtown in the heart
of the city is right where you want to be. The city-center location
offers easy access to all of the shops, restaurants and nightlife via
the city’s convenient downtown skywalk. The rates are affordable
at only $154 a night for a modern and upscale experience set in the
city’s lively business district.
The 2021 Conference Trade Show is the largest of its kind for our
industry. A variety of vendors will offer products and services that
span a myriad of issues that are integral to our business. They are
there to educate and help solve problems and create opportunities
that are specific to the free publication industry.
There are educational and networking opportunities galore at
conference and those who take advantage can reap the rewards.
From the roundtables to the TLI classes to the speakers and evening

Topical Roundtable Discussion Sessions
It’s a Jungle Out There - Outwit, outplay, outlast – unique
revenue opportunities to help your sales team navigate
through the jungle.
Building Alliances – simple ways to effectively package
print and digital advertising.

Leading the Tribe – an open roundtable discussion for
publishers and managers. Bring your topic!

Council Tools – new tips and tactics for using your
Circulation Verification Council audits in sales presentations.
Dream Teams – best practices on how to attract star

employees.

events, this conference is designed from the ground-up with our
members in mind. Here are some of the highlights:
•

Holly Hoﬀman - Keynote Speaker and “Survivor” Finalist

•

Mike Blinder - Keynote Speaker - Media Consultant &
News Publishing Evangelist

•

“Idea Exchange” - a Survivor-Style Contest

•

Creative Leadership Certiﬁcate Program

•

The Leadership Institute (TLI) Courses

•

Networking with some of the most successful people
in community publishing.

•

The largest tradeshow in our industry.

•

Dinner and Club ACP on Friday night.

On behalf of the Conference Committee, I would like to personally
invite you to join us in Des Moines. This invitation includes my
assurance that we will do everything within our power to make
this conference an enjoyable and profitable
experience so you get a worthwhile return
on your investment. There’s always fun to be
had, and more importantly, so much to learn
from one another. Make the commitment now
to come to conference and help you and your
team survive and thrive in 2021.

- GREG BRUNS, CONFERENCE CHAIR

GraphicsTrack KEVIN SLIMP
In 2001, Bruce Chizen, then CEO of
Adobe, wrote to Kevin Slimp to thank him
for “probably saving our company” after
his efforts led to the development of the
PDF printing method and his involvement
in other product development helped
make Adobe software more viable for the
work done by newspapers and magazines.
Since that time, Kevin has worked with
just about all of the big players in the
software world to find ways to make the
work we do at newspapers and magazines
more effective and less stressful.

peakerHOLLY HOFFMAN, CSP
ote SGIVE
Keyn“NEVER
UP – THE SURVIVOR WAY”
Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but anyone can
start today and make a new ending. – Marie Robinson
Holly Hoffman was the last remaining member of the Espada
Tribe and the last woman standing on Season 21 of the CBS hit
reality show “Survivor Nicaragua.” Through that experience,
and others throughout her life, Holly was inspired to share her
message of survival.
The author of “Your Winner Within” and “Write Yourself a
Note,” Holly acknowledges that life is made up of challenges,
and we are oftentimes faced with situations that seem
insurmountable. But within each of us is an ability to focus our
thoughts, emotions, and energy to succeed—if only we have the
knowledge, tools, and discipline to do so.
A native of South Dakota, Holly’s writing and speaking not
only offer encouragement and optimism but a roadmap for selfdiscovery and spiritual enlightenment. Readers and audience
members alike walk away inspired to light the fire of successful
living within themselves.
Today, Holly is a member of the National Speaker Association
and a recipient of the Certified Speaking Professional designation,
and travels across the country and internationally, speaking to a
wide variety of corporations, associations, universities, schools
and women’s organizations. Holly inspires her audiences to
take opportunities and focus on faith, attitude, determination,
confidence, desire and perseverance.
Challenges may allow us to step out of our comfort zone and
push ourselves above and beyond our own self-limitations. It is
how we choose to overcome challenges that make us who we
are in life. It is our strength in times of diﬃculty that prove our
character and self worth.
Holly says, “As I share my experience of being on a reality show,

I encourage you to think about
how you decide to survive on a
daily basis. Also, I will encourage
you to think about six words to
develop your survival skills. With
my six simple words, you can take
on any challenge with which you
are faced.
“Adversity is not so much contending with problems as it is
learning more about who you really are and what is inside of you.”

JOIN US AND EXPLORE YOUR
TRUE SURVIVAL SKILLS.
CONCEPTS COVERED:
1. Opportunities taken often let you see beyond your
expectations.
2. Unforeseen opportunities often come from risk-taking.
3. We learn from risk, and those lessons may lead us on an
important new path.
4. Embracing opportunities helps you overcome a fear of failure.
5. Your attitude is determined by you.
6. Determination keeps you on your path of achieving goals.
7. When you believe in yourself, you are more likely to take
action.
8. Relationships are based on honesty.
9. Patience, persistence, and perseverance are keys to success.
10. It’s not always about winning, it’s the lesson learned along the way.
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MIKE BLINDER
Closing Key
Mike is the CEO (Chief Evangelist Oﬃcer) of the Curated Experiences Group, the new owners of
Editor & Publisher (E&P), a magazine that has served as the authoritative voice of news publishing for
over 140 years. Mike is E&P’s new publisher.
Mike is also the author of “Survival Selling,” has won numerous media awards, is past-president and
board member for a number of media/marketing associations and has been a sought-after speaker at
conferences around the world.

“TIME TO GET OUR SWAGGER BACK!”
There is no question that digital disruption is affecting our audience and profits. However,
are we living a self-fulfilling prophecy by moving our focus away from leveraging our print
publication assets as a core revenue source? There is profit for publications
when we focus on what we do best!
Mike Blinder is a sales street fighter who has generated $100 million in
multimedia ad sales. And last September he surprised the entire industry
with his purchase of Editor & Publisher Magazine. Mike will dissect the
latest research and data showing that we are still a great industry, with great
products and a great future ahead. As long as we keep our eye on the ball!

NEW CLASSES
TLI149 - “Life Lessons”
A Guide to Personal and Professional Success - We’ve all heard
about the brilliant friend who when it comes to simple, practical
applications in life they’re lost. Learn the 10 simple life lessons
that will build stronger relationships leading to happiness and
success. (Rob Zarrilli)
TLI150 - Eliminating Fear in the Sales Process
It’s a familiar scenario that plays out in sales every day. Our
emotions get the best of us and Fear is at the top of the list. Find
out how to identify and manage this key emotion and use it to
you advantage in sales and in Life. (Rob Zarrilli)
TLI151 - Power Questions
Questions are designed to gather information however what if
they could do more? Learn how to use questions to direct a sales
call, change a client’s mind and get them to see your product
and service in a whole new light. (Jim Busch)
TLI215 - Time and Territory Management II
Our most precious resource in business and in life is TIME. Learn
how to manage it effectively and be efficient. This new look at
Time Management will give you a practical applicable method
to organize and prioritize your territory putting you back in
control. (Jim Busch)
TLI216 - Re-invent Your Product and Your Sales Skills
Our image in the print sales industry has taken an enormous
hit. Learn the many ways you can make immediate changes
to your product and the sales presentation that will change
the perception, making a dramatic difference in your overall
performance. (Elaine Buckley)
TLI218 - Prospecting in Today’s Busy World
The Start will stop you…. if you’re not prepared. Learn how to
prospect in today’s challenging competitive world. This class will
teach you traditional and non-traditional methods to get past
the gate keeper, set appointments and receive a green light to
proceed with the most difficult prospects. (Elaine Buckley)
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ADDITIONAL CLASSES
TLI122 – Building Strong Relationships to Retain
Even with Your Most Demanding Customers. It takes 5 times
as much effort to find a new customer as it does to keep
one. Learn the keys to mastering business relationships even
with your most difficult customers. (Elaine Buckley)
TLI147 - The Compound Effect
Want to impact your life in a positive way? This class will
teach you how the simple, almost insignificant choices you
make every day can lead to a Radical self-fulfilling change.
(Rob Zarrilli)
TLI241 – High Impact Sales Presentations
This session details simple techniques to “frame” your sales
presentation so that your customers will understand your
publication’s value proposition and be motivated to take
action. (Jim Busch)
TLI243 - 19 Ways to Increase Sales Revenue
In this class you will learn 19 easy to understand concepts
and ideas to build trust and develop long lasting meaningful
relationships. These out of the box sales tips you can apply
immediately will have an immediate impact on your success
the minute you return to the field. (Charlie Delatorre)
TLI246 – 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Ever wonder why some people are successful while others
are not? It’s simple, Great Habits. There is truly a right way
and a wrong way to approach everything in life. This great
reminder of Stephen Coveys 7 Habits will be a powerful
guide to take you on life’s journey. (Charlie Delatorre)

WORKSHOP
Scripts Development Workshop
The TLI Faculty will present a workshop on developing
practical, tailored to your market, take home and use,
sales scripts. This hands-on format will allow attendees to
develop a minimum of 3 sales scripts that will be specific
to their product, their market and their selling situations.
Attendees need to bring their most frequently heard
objections, a copy of their rate card and circulation
audit and they will take home material to build their sales
team’s confidence and success ratio.

THIS IS NOT YOUR ORDINARY LEADERSHIP COURSE!
This is training for today’s leaders — people like you who are
pulled in a million different directions, expected to get more
done with fewer resources, and forced to cope with budget
cuts, corporate crises, reduction of employee benefits, hiring
and wage freezes and much more. These tougher times call
for creativity and innovation in leadership, and that’s why this
revolutionary new course was developed.
In one day of lightning-paced, high-energy training, you’ll
learn techniques for turbo-charging your leadership skills
and getting your employees on track for super performance
and a lot more productivity. You’ll learn how to support an
environment of creativity, innovation and passion, regardless
of what type of company you work for. You’ll learn once

YOU’LL LEARN HOW TO:
Coach and mentor your people by
encouraging growth and improvement
Motivate others to consistently perform
at their personal best
Inspire others through your own enthusiasm and energy
Devise new approaches for solving those same old
problems and dilemmas
Transform negative thinking into positive action

and for all what people need from their leaders, and even
more importantly, you’ll learn exactly how to give it to them.
You’ll discover new ideas for motivating your high achievers
to continue performing at the top of their game, while
giving your less-than-stellar performers the encouragement
they need to really shine. You’ll explore ways to tap into
your own personal leadership strengths, minimize your
weaknesses and develop a unique leadership style
that is highly effective, yet reflects your core beliefs
and personality.
Fun, fast, and highly effective, this training will stimulate your
thinking, recharge your batteries and spark your outside-thelines creativity as you inspire your employees to excellence.

ENROLL TODAY -

Limited Seating!

OFFERED AS PART OF THE
TLI MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE SERIES
Immediately prior to the ACP &
MFCP Joint Conference and Trade Show

Set priorities, delegate when necessary and ask for help
when you need it

Thursday, September 16, 2021
Noon - 5:45 PM

Explore ideas for reducing stress and burnout on the job
— for yourself and your staff

$90 registration fee covers all training materials
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2021 ACP CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
10 – 11 am
10 – 10:25 am

THURSDAY SCHEDULE – 9/16/21
11 am – 7 pm
12 - 5:30 pm
4 – 5:30 pm
6 – 10 pm

Registration Open

“Summer Stir” Pub Crawl

Breakfast in Trade Show Area

8:45 – 9:30 am

Opening Ceremonies

12:15 – 1:15 pm
1:15 – 2:15 pm
2:15 pm
2:30 – 3:45 pm

Coffee and Vendor Interaction

• Rising Stars / MVP Session (with Holly Hoffman)

MFCP Annual Meeting
BREAK OUT SESSIONS

Lunch- Michael Gartner: A Couple of Stories
Trade Show Last Opportunity Session
Silent Auction Officially Closes
BREAK OUT SESSIONS
Scripts Development Workshop
Management Roundtable
Graphics Track Roundtable - Bring Your Topics

Opening Keynote – Holly Hoffman
• Graphics Track - Creating Better Ads to
Increase Effectiveness and Revenue

ACP Annual Meeting

TLI Classes (3 to choose from)
Management Roundtable
Graphics Track: Getting People to
Pick Up Your Paper
Trade Show Open

Rising Star /
MVP Orientation Meeting

7:45 – 8:45 am

11 am – 12:15 pm

11 am – 12:15 am

Management Certificate Program

FRIDAY SCHEDULE – 9/17/21

9:30 – 11 am

10:30 – 10:55 am

Break in Trade Show Area

3:40 – 4:45 pm

Closing Keynote: Mike Blinder

4:45 – 5:30 pm

Closing Presentations ( TLI Graduation)

12:15 – 1:15 pm Recognition Lunch in Trade Show Area
1:15 – 2:30 pm

Idea Exchange - Survivor Style
• Graphics Track - Help! I Don’t Know
What to Do About this Problem!

2:35 – 3:50 pm

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

IDEA Exchange
takes another
new turn!

TLI Classes (3 to choose from)
Management Roundtable: Bring your Topic
Graphics Track: Photoshop Tools & Tips
Trade Show Open

3:50 – 4:20 pm

Break and Vendor Interaction

3:50 – 4:20 pm

TLI REVIEW CLASS

4:20 – 6:15 pm

TLI AAE Exam

4:20 – 5:35 pm

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
TLI Classes (2 to choose from)
Management Roundtable
Graphics Track: Photoshop, Getting Pics to
Print as Good as They Can
Trade Show Open

6:30 – 8:30 pm
8:30 – 10:30 pm

Dinner & Cocktails
Club ACP

SATURDAY SCHEDULE – 9/18/21
7:45 – 8:45 am

Breakfast in Trade Show Area

7:45 – 8:45 am

SMC Breakfast Meeting

8:45 – 10 am

BREAK OUT SESSIONS
TLI Classes (3 to choose from)
Management Roundtable
Graphics Track: Tables, Scripts &
Data in InDesign
Trade Show Open

If you’ve ever watched the excitement of the Survivor
television series, you are going to love watching our
contestants battle it out presenting their money-making
ideas! The stakes are high for the presenters who will
compete to become the “sole survivor” in this annual
attendee favorite and newest version of the 3-Minute
Idea Exchange. Contestants will present their idea to the
audience to sway them for their votes. The audience will
do a live phone vote to determine who will be voted off
the island, leaving 3 finalists. The audience will then vote
again to determine which finalist idea will get the $500
first place “sole survivor” designation, as well as the $250
second place and $100 third place prizes. The fun and
entertainment of this event are sure to be a conference
highlight! But the true opportunity will be the value of
the ideas presented as a resource for attendees to take
home a revenue generating idea or an operational
improvement that could potentially cover far more than
the cost of attending. Entry forms must be completed and
submitted by August 20, 2021 in order to be considered as
there are a limited number of spots available. Don’t delay
- visit www. communitypublishers.com to download.

ENTER NOW TO CASH IN ON YOUR IDEA!

ALL WORK & NO PLAY -

Not a Chance!

THURSDAY EVENING:

Summer Stir - Hosted by Cityview Magazine – This event is a
traveling cocktail party in Downtown Des Moines. It will be a
relaxed opportunity to visit many great establishments in the early
evening and sample their signature Summer Stir drinks. For only
$20, participants will receive 10 tickets to use to sample drinks at
any of the participating venues. Cityview & MSG Payment Systems
will be sponsoring the full ticket price for the first 100 people who
sign up so be sure to add this on as you complete your conference
registration if you’ll be attending!

FRIDAY EVENING:

On Friday we welcome everyone for the opening reception at the
Marriott - dinner and cocktails followed by the ever-famous Club
ACP! Unwind and let loose with live music, dancing, activities and
drinks for a one-of-a-kind experience you won’t find anywhere else!

SATURDAY EVENING - EXPLORE DES MOINES:

We have partnered with Catch Des Moines to offer our group
with a special QR code specific to our event attendees that you
can use around town for discounts and deals, maps of downtown,
etc. We’ll be sure to provide all attendees with that information at
the conference.

ATTENDEE TYPE ATTENDEE FEE

GUEST FEE

ROOM RESERVATION
PROCEDURE
NEW THIS YEAR:

• You must contact the resort to book your hotel
reservations directly.
• If you are planning to take advantage of the
reduced room rates offered to ACP & MFCP attendees
you MUST follow the instructions below:

RESERVATIONS & DEPOSIT POLICY
• To book online visit communitypublishers.com for a
link to our special Marriott booking site.
• Or by phone at 1-515-245-5500. You must use
Group Code M-J1DVX3E prior to the cutoff date to
receive the group rates and to guarantee availability.
Reservations must be received by the hotel no later
than 8/25/21. All group guest reservations booked
under the Room Block require a major credit card
when you make your reservation with the hotel.
• If you have questions, please contact the ACP
office at 877-203-2327.

DES MOINES MARRIOTT DOWNTOWN

Non-Network
Participants and
Publishing
Professionals

$599
per person

$249 per person
(meals only - no
sessions)

$154.00 Per Night + taxes

ADS or MCN Ad
Network
Participants

$199 per person
Up to 8/28/21
---$299 per person
After 8/28/21

$249 per person
(meals only - no
sessions)

$154.00 Per Night + taxes

Reservations: 515-245-5500
Group Code: M-J1DVX3E

Reservations: 515-245-5500
Group Code: M-J1DVX3E
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The Trade Show is a very important part of our annual
conference. Being able to connect with a broad array of the
suppliers of goods and services to our publishing industry
is a valuable component of the annual conference. The
opportunity to take advantage of the “one stop shop” aspect
of our trade show is the most eﬃcient and cost effective way to
establish direct access to some of the most valuable resources
in our industry. Keeping pace with the constantly changing
aspects of technology, software, resources and product
innovations can be critical to the success of today’s businesses.
These are a few of the companies who have already taken
advantage of early commitment opportunities, and we
will continue to add participants right up until conference
opening. We appreciate their commitment to our association
and our industry.

